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Forty years ago, where was I? On the bus, in Seoul, and that morning (here it was evening), I got breaking 
news. I was a CARP leader at that time, and on my way to the CARP center. I was standing on the bus, 
and this breaking morning news came out on the bus, that Rev. Moon had over 300,000 people gathered 
at the Washington Monument Rally, and he spoke out about God’s message today for America. 
 
I was so proud of what True Father was doing here in the Washington, D.C. area. Three hundred thousand 
people was breaking news to all of Korea. As Dr. Balcomb mentioned, 40 years later today, I shared 
another breaking news from the Washington Monument to True Mother. 
 
You cannot delay breaking news for even one second. Breaking news means you immediately have to 
send this news out there, so just after our rally was over, I turned on my computer and tried to remember 
everything, and I sent it right away to True Mother and anyone else reporting about the victory of today’s 
Washington Monument Rally. 
 
I am very proud of our work 40 years ago, and 40 years later today, we made this breaking news for 
God’s sake, for True Parents’ sake, for America’s sake. Don’t you think so? Two Japanese women passed 
by our event, and even though they didn’t know what was going to happen, they met our lovely sister, 
Mary Oben. This means that Heavenly Parent, True Parents, and even spirit world came down. 
 
As True Mother mentioned, today we are celebrating not only our family members, we are celebrating 
this day with True Father and Heavenly Parent all of spirit world. They came down and supported this 
Washington Monument Rally 40 years ago. True Mother’s message mentioned that we are not just 
remembering 40 years ago; let us rise up once again. Your parents prepared and wore tears for the sake of 
America. True Mother is asking those who have left the movement, ‘Come back, my sons and daughters. 
Come back to me, I have your place. I blessed you abundantly, but you left. Why? Let us come together 
and rebuild a new start for making this country, America, a new America.’ 
 
True Mother is asking those who have left the movement, ‘Come back, my sons and daughters. Come 
back to me, I have your place. I blessed you abundantly, but you left. Why? Let us come together and 
rebuild a new start for making this country, America, a new America.’ 
 
I really appreciate the Washington area family members and District Pastors, New York family members, 
the National Ministry Team, those who drove all the way from Dallas, and ministers who came here this 
weekend. One pastor even took a train from Jackson, Mississippi. I don’t know how many times he had to 
transfer, but it took him 27 hours. He came from Jackson, Mississippi, 27 hours by train, to feel the spirit 
of 40 years ago and Father Moon’s warning message to America. 



 

 

 
I am really inspired about True Mother’s message that America as the elder son nation must stand for the 
sake of others. We gather together in the D.C., Maryland, Virginia area, and I really hope we meet like 
this as much as possible, more and more, and walk together and take care of one another. We are so much 
divided; I want us to come together and work together and live for the sake of others. This was the main 
message 40 years ago by True Father at the Washington Monument Rally. America must lead for the sake 
of others. This is the main message. We cannot just work for our community; yes, we need to have that 
kind of responsibility, but our whole purpose is to live for the sake of others. America must lead for the 
sake of others. We received so much 40 years ago, but now times have changed. Let us live for the sake 
of others. America has a very strong foundation, and we must stand for sake of other nations. Let us make 
real once again True Father’s main message, and yesterday, True Mother’s message. Their core message 
is for America to live for the sake of others. Then, we can receive blessings. Let us take care. 
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This was the main message 40 years ago by True Father at the Washington Monument Rally. America 
must lead for the sake of others. This is the main message. We cannot just work for our community; yes, 
we need to have that kind of responsibility, but our whole purpose is to live for the sake of others. 
America must lead for the sake of others. We received so much 40 years ago, but now times have 
changed. Let us live for the sake of others. America has a very strong foundation, and we must stand for 
sake of other nations. Let us make real once again True Father’s main message, and yesterday, True 
Mother’s message. Their core message is for America to live for the sake of others. Then, we can receive 
blessings. Let us take care. 
 
We received so much 40 years ago, but now times have changed. Let us live for the sake of others. 
America has a very strong foundation, and we must stand for sake of other nations. Let us make real once 
again True Father’s main message, and True Mother’s message from yesterday. Their core message is for 
America to live for the sake of others. Then, we can receive blessings. 
 
One person can bring 15 buses when we unite. Even though we are a small family, I always think we are 
the mainstream, and we can change this country and the world centering on True Parents because we have 
Heavenly Parent, and we have the Second Coming Messiah, True Parents. We are the most mainstream 
organization, mainstream movement, saving this nation, saving the world. Once again, thank you to all 
our District Pastors and staff, and all our dear brothers and sisters from Washington, D.C. and around the 
nation. Thank you again and God bless you all. 
 
 


